Authors response to Reviewer 2 (RC2):
Supplement (detailed list of corrections)

Text:

Line 114, corrected (semicolon was used instead of comma)
Line 149, corrected („Lower” was be changed to „Early”)
Line 164, corrected („rather” was removed)
Lines 168–169, well names (Michałów-3, Węchadłów-1, Lipówka-1, Chopin-1, Belvedere-1) were skipped
Line 219, corrected (italic style changed to normal)
Line 222, corrected (italic style changed to normal)
Line 263, corrected (British spelling was used)
Lines 275–276, corrected (italic style changed to normal)
Line 319, corrected („rather” was changed to „more”)
Line 330, corrected (British spelling was used)
Line 360, corrected (British spelling was used)
Line 368, corrected („implication” was changed to „application”)
Line 370, corrected: change in text (“different” was changed to „various”)
Line 381, corrected (comma)
Line 450, corrected (British spelling was used)

References:

Line 513, citation style was corrected (comma instead dot)
Line 550, corrected (“Państwowego” was removed)
Line 638, corrected (comma was used instead of dot)
Line 826, corrected (“in Polish with English summary” will be added)

*we are referring to line numbers of the original manuscript version
Figures and figure captions:

Figure 3, descriptions in the legend (see left side) were corrected as follows: Keuper – corrected, Devonian (unseparated) – corrected
Figure caption: reference to Żytko et al., 1988 was moved from the figure caption to map legend.

Figure 4, HST” was added in this figure

Łukasz Słonka
(on behalf of the authors)